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Turbulence generated by an airfoil

1. INTRODUCTION
An understanding of the structure and dynamics of free‐surface turbulence is essential for the correct
interpretation of many interface phenomena, and the need for measuring turbulence characteristics
beneath a free surface arises from its role in many important phenomena taking place at interfaces, such as
gas and heat exchange in the ocean, which have huge influences on the balance of chemicals and energy. In
many engineering and industrial problems, most exchange takes place at the interface between a gas and a
fluid, and many large‐scale physical problems are governed by turbulence characteristics beneath an
interface.
The free surface represents a boundary for the flow domain and imposes some conditions: the material
derivative of the free surface must be zero, while the tangential stresses should be zero unless a shear is
exerted by the overflowing gas. The interaction between turbulence and a free surface is expected to vary
with the level of turbulence. The two main measures for describing the phenomenon are the Reynolds
number and the Froude number, which generally increase as a pair. At reduced Froude numbers, a free
surface is essentially unaffected by the turbulence of the flow beneath, is almost flat and imposes only a
reduction in the normal velocity component. In this limit, it can be described as a slip‐free rigid flat surface.
At higher Froude numbers, the free surface is not flat, and an energy exchange with the fluid flow starts.
Such an exchange is assumed to be initially very limited, but to be quite strong for a free surface which
loses its connectivity and includes air bubbles and drops. There are a great variety of free surface patterns
and several mechanisms of energy transfer at a free surface such as capillary and gravity waves.
Many different ways to generate turbulence in the water side impinging the interface from below have
been adopted and are documented in literature. The present experiments make use of an airofoil in water
able to generate a wake partially reaching the free surface from the water side.
The aim of this report is to detail all the methods, techniques, solutions to practical problems encountered
during the experiments and to give all the information necessary for post processing the acquired data.

2. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES AND EXPERIMENTS
The experiments were conducted in the flume in the Laboratory of Hydraulics of the Department of Civil
Engineering, Environment, Planning and Architecture (DICATeA) of the University of Parma, Italy. The flume
is 0.30 m wide, 0.45 m high and 10 m long, the sidewalls are made of glass, the bottom is in stainless steel.
A flow straightener at the entrance eliminates the large scale vortices and eddies. A bottom hinged flap
gate at the downstream end of the flume allows water level control.
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Figure 1. Bo
ottom hinged
d flap gate (leeft) and the flow straighttener in the fflume (right))
egative, with
h an electroo mechanic actuator.
a
To
o
The inclinattion of the bottom can be made p ositive or ne
circulate th
he water stored in three
e tanks, therre is a centrrifugal pump
p and a PID regulator co
ontrolling an
n
electric valvve that diverrts part of the flow and gguarantees th
he stability of
o the desiredd flow rate in the flume..
The flow raate is meassured by a Promag Henndress‐Hause
er magflow,, with an acccuracy of 0.5%
0
of thee
instantaneo
ous measured value. The maximum fflow rate is  28 l/s. The water
w
used i n the experiments is tap
p
water seed
ded with clay, to facilitate the suubsequent acquisition
a
ome of thee
of informattion with so
instrumentss used for veelocity measu
urements.

Figure 2.
2 Overview of
o the flume and of the pump,
p
with the PID systeem active
The experiiments weree conducted
d in July 20 11, within external
e
envvironmental conditions typical of a
parmesan ssummer, maxximum and minimum
m
avverage tempe
eratures betw
ween 29 andd 18 degreess Celsius and
d
relative hum
midity valuess close to 60
0%. The interrnal conditio
ons were not so differentt from the exxternal one.
The purpose of the pressent study iss the analysiss of turbulen
nce induced by an airfoill beneath the water freee
surface, its interaction with free surface
s
oscilllations, with
h special refference to tthe model proposed
p
byy
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Peregrine aand Svendsen
n (1978) for the flow fieeld in a class of steady or quasi‐steaddy breakers (Battjes and
d
Sakai, 19811). The main
n scheme iss similar to the one ad
dopted by Battjes and SSakai, 1981,, with somee
modifications. A 6024 NACA
N
airfoil was planneed and built up with a support struccture in Alum
minium thatt
minimally in the circulating flow and allowed the
e airfoil to be
e moved upsstream and downstream
d
m
interfered m
along the fllume and to
o vary the inclination witth respect to
o the horizontal. The fraame is fixed
d to a trolleyy
which can b
be moved on
n two railwayys on the topp of the flume. The cord length
l
of thee profile is c = 100 mm.

Figure 33. Section of measureme
ents with thee NACA 6024
4 airfoil in pla
ace, the mirrror at the botttom for
reflecting th
he light sheeet, the dark surface
s
fixed on the glasss wall opposite to the PIV
V to minimize
e reflectionss
Velocity measurementts were carrried out w
with a particcle image velocimeter
v
(PIV), whicch provided
d
information
n in 2D alon
ng the longittudinal sectioon of the flume. In add
dition to thee horizontal and verticall
velocity, alsso vorticity, Turbulent
T
Kinetic Energyy (TKE), Reyn
nolds stresse
es and interm
mittency facttor could bee
computed. A calibration step was carried out ffor an Ultrasound doppler velocity profiler (UD
DVP), able to
o
US) was used
d
measure the three velocity components along aan axis. Finally an ultrasonic water levvel sensor (U
to measure water level fluctuations.
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Figure 4. Laser and camera for the PPIV (left), and
d UDVP place
ed on the boottom (right))
The following sectionss describe with
w more deetail each off the tools and
a elementts that take part on thee
n about the instrumentss is needed,,
system setttled for the study of turbulence. If some extra information
some reinfo
orcement lecctures are Chiapponi L. eet al (2010) (Experimentts carried ouut in wind tu
unnel II) and
d
the Operations Manual of the PIV.

NACA 60
024 AIRFO
OIL
The breaker introduced
d in the flum
me was an aairfoil NACA (National Advisory Com
mmittee on Aeronautics)
A
)
m
y
Four‐Digit SSeries 6024. This airfoiil belongs t o the family of airfoilss designed uusing the methodology
published in The Chara
acteristics off 78 Relatedd Airfoil Secctions from Tests in thee Variable Density
D
Wind
d
Tunnel. Thee first digit specifies
s
the maximum ccamber (m) in percentage of the chhord (airfoil length), thee
second indicates the po
osition of the
e maximum ccamber (p) in tenths of the
t chord, annd the last tw
wo numberss
t
(t) of the airfoiil in percentage of chord
d. Using thesse m, p and t values, thee
provide thee maximum thickness
coordinatess for the enttire airfoil can be compputed using the relationships attachhed in APPENDIX 1. Thee
profile wass made in Polymethyl methacrylate
m
e (PMMA) with
w a milling
g machine CCNC. The co
ord length iss
m.
c = 100 mm
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Figure 5. NACA airfoil geometrical construction

ULTRASONIC DOPPLER VELOCITY PROFILER (UDVP)
As part of the present experiments, there was also the calibration of the UDVP. The instrument is
manifactured by Signal Processing, Switzerland, model DOP2000, 2005, and the carrier frequency of the
probes was 8 MHz (TR0805LS) (the arrangement of the probes is shown in Fig. 1e). The transducers had
active element diameters of 5 mm in an 8 mm (diameter) cylindrical plastic housing. The arrangement of
the probes was chosen to guarantee an overlap of the measurement volume in the area of interest.
Each transducer measured the axial velocity component as a function of the axial position. The velocity
profile was measured in several tens of spatial positions (gates), starting from 3 mm in front of the probe
head, and was assumed to be in the centre of the measuring volumes. The measuring volume of a single
gate was approximately disk‐shaped, with a thickness related to the operating condition and a diameter
that was almost invariant (nominally equal to 5 mm in the near field zone, ~33 mm long for the probe used
in water). The measuring volume increased in the far field progressively due to lateral spreading of the US
energy, with a half diverging angle of 1.2° for the probe used in water. The actual diameter of the
measuring volume is smaller than the nominal volume if the correct sensitivity level and beam power are
selected. In fact, a reduced sensitivity during the echo reception (i.e., a high level of energy of the echoes
requested to process the signal) and a high power of the US beam favour the backscatter of the particles
near the axis of the beam (the US power decreases in the radial direction as well as the axial direction) and
thus focus the volume of measurements in the near‐axis region. Balancing this, multiple particles or micro‐
eddies present in the volume of measurement scatter the echoes and broaden the spectral peak, whereas
diffraction tends to enlarge the measurement volume. The thickness of the sampling volumes is assumed to
be equal to half the wavelengths contained in a burst, unless the electronic bandwidth of the instrument is
limiting. In our experimental setup, this last variable is the limiting factor that determines the minimum
thickness of the sampling volume (0.68 mm in water). The overall size of the measurement volumes allows
only the detection and analysis of macroturbulence, but this limitation is outweighed by some advantages,
such as the large number of measurement points that are almost simultaneously available. In addition, the
larger size of the measurement volumes is in the horizontal plane, and, in the flow field of the present
experiments, the fluid velocity has a moderate spatial gradient in the horizontal direction. The most
important spatial gradient is expected in the vertical dimension, and the resolution in the vertical axis is
comparable to the resolution obtained using Laser Doppler Anemometry, Particle Image Velocimetry or
Thermal Anemometry. The distance between two gates varied in different tests from 0.72 to 0.95 mm, as
measured along the beam axis using non‐overlapping measurement volumes. Each profile is obtained as an
average of a multiple set of emissions (4, 8, 16, etc.) of a burst containing multiple waves (2, 4, 8, etc.). The
8
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acquisition is multiplexed with circular scanning of a single profile for each probe. The time lag between
two different probe measurements depends on the general configuration and can be of the order of
~ 0.03 s on average, whereas the time lag of the pulse from one gate to another is kz/c, where k is a
coefficient (~2), z is the distance between two gates and c is the ultrasound celerity in water. The velocity
resolution is 1/128 (1 Least Significant Bit) of the velocity range (0.8% FS). For all tests, this was better
than 4 mm/s (the velocity measured along the probe axis).
There are some effects to be considered in evaluating the reliability of the measurements made using
UDVP. The presence of the moving interface generates a Doppler shift that is highly energetic and can
persist in the flow field as a stationary signal. The elimination of these stationary components by high‐pass
filtering implies an increase in the dynamic of the analysed echoes and a reduction in the sensitivity of low
velocity measurements. Unfortunately, the Doppler frequency shift induced by these mobile interfaces
cannot be removed if its value is the same as that of the flowing particles. To balance all these effects, the
presence of some artifacts is tolerated.
The main sources of uncertainty for the UDVP are Doppler noise, the presence of air bubbles or highly
reflective interfaces, and the gradient of temperature in the liquid medium.
Doppler noise is essentially a Gaussian white noise and depends on the seeding particles and on the
presence of gas bubbles. The effects of gas bubbles are quite dramatic: even though the celerity of the
Ultrasound carrier is essentially not affected if the bubble void fraction is < 0.1, the UDVP system measures
the bubbles’ velocities, and these can be much different from the fluid velocity if the bubbles are large. In
the presence of bubbles or highly reflective interfaces, several velocity spikes are recorded that are not due
to turbulence.
The uncertainty in the position of the gates and in the fluid velocity evaluation is due to the mean celerity
of the Ultrasounds, which is affected by the temperature and density of the fluid. Considering pure water
and assuming that the temperature varies linearly between the emitter and the gate, the relative
uncertainty in the position of the gate is equal to:

L c12  c02
.

L0
4c02
Here, L0 is the distance of the gate from the emitter/receiver as measured at the nominal uniform celerity
c0 (the celerity near the emitter/receiver with a fluid temperature Q0) and c1 is the celerity near the gate
with a local fluid temperature equal to Q1. The uncertainty in travel time measurements has been
neglected because the electronics allow for very accurate estimations of the interval time. Assuming
Q0 = 288 °K and Q1 = Q0 ≤ 1 °K, then c0 = 1462.8 m/s, c1 = 1462.8≤2.7 m/s, the relative uncertainty
DL/L0 = 0.1% and the absolute uncertainty = ≤ 0.1 mm at a distance of 100 mm.
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The evaluation of the uncertainty in fluid velocity evaluation requires a short description of the principle of
the Ultrasonic Doppler Velocity Profiler that we used. In the UDVP adopted, the emitter periodically sends a
short ultrasonic burst (four waves per burst in the setup used), and a receiver (coincident with the emitter)
collects echo issues from targets that may be present in the path of the ultrasonic beam. By sampling the
incoming echoes at the same time relative to the emission of the bursts, the displacements of scatters
along the beam axis are detected, and from these, the fluid velocity along the beam axis (assumed equal to
the velocity of the scatters) is computed as:

u

c (t2  t1 )
,
2t prf

where tprf is the time between two subsequent pulses, t1 is the travel time of the first pulse and t2 is the
travel time of the second pulse. Assuming that the two events, “travel of the first pulse” and “travel of the
second pulse”, are not correlated, the absolute uncertainty in the velocity estimation can be computed as:

u 

L0  ( L2  L1 ) L0 L
.

2t prf
L0
t prf L0

This is very large for most of the operating conditions (e.g., setting tprf = 3ä10‐4 s for measurements in a gate
at L0 = 100 mm and assuming DL/L0 = 0.1% results in Du = 0.33 m/s). In practical situations, if turbulence in
the flow field has a time scale larger than tprf, the fluctuations of celerity along the path have a similar
pattern for the two subsequent pulses and this results in ( L2  L1 )  2L . In addition, the velocity is
estimated as the average of several bursts, with a consequent reduction in the uncertainty.
A last source of uncertainty arises from the finite size of the measurement volumes, which affects the
velocity measurements and the Reynolds stress estimates. Here, this uncertainty is negligible with respect
to the other sources of uncertainty.
The overall accuracy in the velocity measurements under carefully controlled conditions can be assessed as
3% of the instantaneous value, with a minimum equal to 0.8% of the Full Scale (less than 4 mm/s for most
tests).
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Figure 6. Ultrasonic t ransducers. Scheme of the probe.
w
placed in a structuree to fix them
m in the flum
me, as it can be seen in Figure
F
7. Thee
The four traansducers were
angle of thee beam with
h respect to the horizonntal was 75 grades
g
for probes
p
1, 2 aand 3 and 90
0 grades forr
probe 4, so
o that a Matlab routine was
w needed tto change th
he data in axiis “1”, “2” a nd “3” (axis of the beam
m
of each probe) to data in
i the axis “xx”, “y” and “zz”. The routiine is attache
ed in APPEN DIX 2 (note that
t
probe 4
c be donee
was added later, in the final disposition observeed in Figure 8, so a smalll change in tthe routine can
ove the meassurement in the vertical axis).
a
to use probe 4 to impro

Figure 7. Dispossition of the transducerss. View from side and aboove.
or enables ussers to changge paramete rs, to view th
he evolution of the veloccity profile and record it,,
The monito
and to use the trigger or
o the multip
plexer modee. In this study, the mode used was multiplexer,, so that thee
u
In the multiplexer
m
m
mode the so
oftware enab
bles acquisiti on procedurres based on
n
three probees could be used.
defined num
mbers of pro
ofiles acquire
ed from eachh transducer connected to the multipplexer.
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Calibratiion of the UDVP
The calibraation of thee UDVP wass initially peerformed with
w
a single
e probe andd by using the PIV forr
comparison
n, which is in
ntrinsecally more
m
accuratte and preciise than the UDVP. The ssingle probe
e was placed
d
in the middle of the flum
me from abo
ove, as can b e seen on Figgure 8.

be (left) and multi‐probe (right) in the
e configuration adopted for calibratio
on of the
Figure 8. Single prob
T green ligght of the laser emission is visible
UDVP. The
In a second step also the calibration
n of the multtiprobes was performed.

Figure 8bis. Single probbe test calibration for PIV
V acquisition
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The calibrattion required
d the following steps:
‐

Thee single prob
be was aligne
ed with the llaser sheet reflected
r
by the mirror, aas can be se
een in Figuree
8.

‐

In tthe computeer for the PIIV, the foldeer UDVP_calibration wass created, annd some captures weree
storred (in this case,
c
10 captures were sttored). These
e images nee
eded to be vaalidated.

‐

In tthe dedicateed computer for the UD PV, where the single probe that is pointing to the airfoil iss
con
nnected, the velocity profile, in the axxis that is po
ointing to the
e airfoil, can be seen in re
eal time and
d
storred. As can be observed
d in Figure 9,, the profile is not uniform near thee probe head
d due to thee
pro
obe disturban
nces.

Figure 9.
9 Real time monitor
m
veloocity profile along
a
the axiis of the singgle probe
‐

To water dischaarge was fixxed in 10.00 ± 0.1 l/s and with initia
al water tem
mperature off 23.58 °C att
11:005 a.m. with
h rw =997.5 Kg/m3, e = 2.195  109 Pa, c = (e / rw )1/2 = 1. 483 m/s. Th
his last valuee
neeeds to be insserted as parrameter in thhe UDPV or can be used
d for correctiing the data during postt
pro
ocessing.

‐

In tthe computter for the UDPV the aarchive testt_UDPV_PIV_
_1 was creaated to store the dataa
meaasured with the UDPV and
a comparee with the data acquired
d with the P IV. 10 000 profiles
p
weree
reco
orded in 187
7.32 secondss.

‐

At tthe same tim
me 100 frames were recoorded in the
e test named
d test_UDPV__PIV_1 with the PIV and
d
storred in the folder named francisco_UD
DPV_vs_PIV..

‐

A seecond data acquisition
a
fo
or this flow rate was done with the UDPV and thhe PIV. This second dataa
acq
quisition was done for check.

‐

o the steps given for 15 .00 ± 0.1 l/s was done with
w a water ttemperature
e of 23.88 °C
C
Thee repetition of
at 111:34 AM.
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‐

The repetition of the steps given for 20.00 ± 0.1 l/s was done with a water temperature of 24.08 °C
at 11:50 AM in the morning. (Last test with the UDPV was named test_UDPV_PIV_6).

For a calibration with limited turbulence level, two of this runs were repeated removing the airfoil from the
flume. Repetitions were carried out during the afternoon same day. Steps given to obtain data for
calibration were the following:
‐
‐
‐

First take out the airfoil from the flume and measure water temperature (at 6:52 PM it was
24.02 °C)
Proceed the same way as it was done for the runs in the morning (c =1.483 m/s).
This time 700 frames were recorded with the PIV and during the PIV was acquiring data two
archives were recorded with the UDPV. First, 10 000 profiles and 128 emissions per profile (the
same as the acquisitions in the morning). Second, 40 000 profiles and 16 emissions per profile.

These steps were done twice, for a 20.00 ± 0.1 l/s flow rate and for a 10.00 ± 0.1 l/s flow rate.

Table 1. Data for UDPV calibration runs
Flow rate

Time

Water

UDPV

UDPV

PIV

Directory in the folder

(l/s)

(24 hr)

Temp (°C)

profiles

*epp

images

francisco_UDPV_vs_PIV

10

11:05

23.58

10000

128

100

test_UDPV_PIV_1

10000

128

100

test_UDPV_PIV_2

10000

128

100

test_UDPV_PIV_3

10000

128

100

test_UDPV_PIV_4

10000

128

100

test_UDPV_PIV_5

10000

128

100

test_UDPV_PIV_6

10000

128

700

test_UDPV_PIV_7

20

40000

16

700

test_UDPV_PIV_8

10

10000

128

700

test_UDPV_PIV_9

10

40000

16

700

test_UDPV_PIV_10

10
15

11:34

23.88

15
20

11:50

24.08

20
20

18:52

24.02

*epp (emissions per profile)
After post processing the data, some results were elaborated and are shown in the following Figures.
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Test 4 Mean velocity comparison
100

80

Graph 1
60

z (mm)

UDVP
PIV_3_points

40

20

0
-0.3

-0.2

-0.1

0

U (m/s)

Figure 10. Mean velocity, Test 4, Q = 15 l/s, hydrofoil present. UDVP: 10 000 profiles data rate  50 Hz, 128
emissions per profile; PIV: 100 frames, data rate 3.75 Hz. Error bar  3%. Sound celerity: 1483 m/s at
T = 23.5 °C

Test 4 Turbulence comparison
100

80

z (mm)

60

40

Graph 1
UDVP
PIV_3_points

20

0
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.1

Ustd (m/s)

Figure 11. Turbulence, Test 4, Q = 15 l/s, hydrofoil present. UDVP: 10 000 profiles data rate  50 Hz, 128
emissions per profile; PIV: 100 frames, data rate 3.75 Hz. Sound celerity: 1483 m/s at T = 23.5 °C
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In this case UDPV measurements were improved using the data for the 10 000 profiles. First time the data
for 100 profiles were used and the graphic was more coarse.
Test 6 Mean velocity comparison
100

80

Graph 1
60

z (mm)

UDVP
PIV_3_points

40

20

0
-0.4

-0.3

-0.2
U (m/s)

-0.1

0

Figure 12. Mean velocity, Test 6, Q = 20 l/s, hydrofoil present. UDVP: 10 000 profiles data rate  50 Hz, 128
emissions per profile; PIV: 100 frames, data rate 3.75 Hz. Error bar  3%. Sound celerity: 1483 m/s at
T = 23.5 °C

Test_6 turbulence comparison
100

80

z (mm)

60

40

Graph 1
UDVP
PIV_3_points

20

0
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.1

Ustd (m/s)

Figure 13. Turbulence, Test 6, Q = 20 l/s, hydrofoil present. UDVP: 10 000 profiles data rate  50 Hz, 128
emissions per profile; PIV: 100 frames, data rate 3.75 Hz. Sound celerity: 1483 m/s at T = 23.5 °C
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Test 7 Mean velocity comparison
100
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Graph 1
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UDVP
PIV_3_points

40

20

0
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-0.4
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-0.2
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Figure 14. Mean velocity, Test 7, Q = 20 l/s, hydrofoil absent. UDVP: 40 000 profiles data rate  50 Hz, 128
emissions per profile, 128 emissions per profile; PIV: 700 frames, data rate 3.75 Hz. Error bar  3%. Sound
celerity: 1483 m/s at T = 23.5 °C

Test_7 turbulence comparison
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Figure 15. Turbulence, Test 7, Q = 20 l/s, hydrofoil absent. UDVP: 10 000 profiles data rate,  50 Hz, 128
emissions per profile; PIV: 700 frames, data rate 3.75 Hz. Sound celerity: 1483 m/s at T = 23.5 °C. Black line:
UDVP; green line: UDVP low pass filtered at 3.75 Hz
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Test 7_bis Mean velocity comparison
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Figure 16. Mean velocity, Test 7_bis, Q = 20 l/s, hydrofoil absent. UDVP: 40 000 profiles data rate  200 Hz,
16 emissions per profile; PIV: 700 frames, data rate 3.75 Hz. Error bar  3%. Sound celerity: 1483 m/s at
T = 23.5 °C

Test_7_bis turbulence comparison
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Figure 17. Turbulence, Test 7_bis, Q = 20 l/s, hydrofoil absent. UDVP: 40 000 profiles data rate,  200 Hz, 16
emissions per profile; PIV: 700 frames, data rate 3.75 Hz. Sound celerity: 1483 m/s at T = 23.5 °C. Black line:
UDVP; green line: UDVP low pass filtered at 3.75 Hz
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Test 8 Mean velocity comparison
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Figure 18. Mean velocity, Test 8, Q = 10 l/s, hydrofoil absent. UDVP: 10 000 profiles data rate  50 Hz, 128
emissions per profile; PIV: 700 frames, data rate 3.75 Hz. Error bar  3%. Sound celerity: 1483 m/s at
T = 23.5 °C
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Figure 19. Turbulence, Test 8, Q = 10 l/s, hydrofoil absent. UDVP: 40 000 profiles data rate,  50 Hz, 128
emissions per profile; PIV: 700 frames, data rate 3.75 Hz. Sound celerity: 1483 m/s at T = 23.5 °C. Black line:
UDVP; green line: UDVP low pass filtered at 3.75 Hz
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Test 8_bis Mean velocity comparison
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Figure 20. Mean velocity, Test 8_bis, Q = 10 l/s, hydrofoil absent. UDVP: 40 000 profiles data rate  200 Hz,
16 emissions per profile; PIV: 700 frames, data rate 3.75 Hz. Error bar  3%. Sound celerity: 1483 m/s at
T = 23.5 °C
Test_8_bis turbulence comparison
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Figure 21. Turbulence, Test 8_bis, Q = 10 l/s, hydrofoil absent. UDVP: 40 000 profiles data rate,  50 Hz, 128
emissions per profile; PIV: 700 frames, data rate 3.75 Hz. Sound celerity: 1483 m/s at T = 23.5 °C. Black line:
UDVP; green line: UDVP low pass filtered at 3.75 Hz

Some indications arise after calibration. First that is not necessary to use low pass filter, UDPV and PIV
measurements are more similar without it; and second that there is not much difference between data
with 5 and 3 points using the PIV.
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After this ccalibration, other
o
tests were
w
done t o calibrate the
t multipro
obes tool (Fiigure 7) with
h the fourth
h
probe instaalled. The mu
ultiprobes to
ool was placced using the
e same supp
porting struccture used fo
or the singlee
probe, see Figure 8 butt the probes where poinnting to the bottom
b
of th
he flume, alsso to the mirror, so thatt
oincide with the centre oof the multi‐probes tool.
the laser sheet would co

2. Reference system for the 4 UDVP calibration
c
Figure 22
The data reeferred to these last tests have not bbeen yet anallysed.

PARTICL
LE IMAGE VELOCIM
METER
Particle imaage velocim
metry (PIV) iss an opticall method off flow visualization andd measurement used in
n
research. Itt is used to obtain insta
antaneous veelocity meassurements and related pproperties in
n fluids. Thee
fluid is seed
ded with traacer particless which, for sufficiently small particles, are assuumed to follow the flow
w
dynamics. TThe fluid witth entrained particles is illuminated so that partticles are vissible. The motion of thee
seeding parrticles is used
d to calculate
e speed and direction (th
he velocity field) of the fllow being stu
udied.
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Other techn
niques used to measure
e flows are Laser Doppler velocimetry and Hott‐wire anemo
ometry. Thee
main difference between PIV and those technniques is thaat PIV produces two dim
mensional orr even threee
dimensionaal vector field
ds, while the other technniques measu
ure the veloccity at a poinnt.
A typical PIV apparatuss consists of a camera (nnormally a digital
d
camera), a strobe or laser witth an opticall
arrangemen
nt to limit the physical re
egion illuminnated (normaally a cylindrical lens to cconvert a ligh
ht beam to a
sheet), a synchronizer to act as an external
e
triggger for contrrol of the cam
mera and lasser, the seeding particless
ost‐processess the optical images.
and the fluid under inveestigation. PIV software iis used to po
articles
Seeding pa
The seedingg particles are a compon
nent of the PPIV system. Depending on
o the fluid under investtigation, thee
particles mu
ust be able to
t match the fluid properrties reasonaably well, oth
herwise theyy will not follow the flow
w
satisfactorilly enough fo
or the PIV analysis to be considerred accurate
e. Refractivee index for the seedingg
particles should be diffeerent from the
t fluid whiich they are seeding, so that the laseer sheet inciident on thee
will reflect offf of the particles and be sscattered towards the ca
amera.
fluid flow w
As for sizingg, the particles should be
b small eno ugh so that response tim
me of the paarticles to th
he motion off
the fluid is reasonably short
s
to accu
urately follow
w the flow, yet
y large eno
ough to scattter a significant quantityy
dent laser ligght. Due to the small s ize of the particles,
p
the
e particles’ m
motion is do
ominated byy
of the incid
stokes dragg and settlingg or rising effects. The paarticles are typically
t
of a diameter onn the order of 10 to 100
0
micrometerrs. The seed
ding mechan
nism needs tto also be designed
d
so as to seed the flow to a sufficientt
degree with
hout overly disturbing
d
the flow.
In the preseent experimeents the fluid
d was seede d with clay, directly poured on the w
water in the flume. Afterr
some time for letting th
he system disperse propperly the see
eds, the particles reflecteed properly the incidentt
laser sheet.

Figure 23. C lay for seeding the water
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Camera
To perform PIV analysiss on the flow
w, two expoosures of lase
er light are required
r
upoon the came
era from thee
flow. Fast d
digital camerras using CCD (charge‐cooupled devicce) chips can
n capture tw
wo frames att high speed
d
with a few h
hundred ns difference
d
between the fframes. Thiss has allowed
d each expossure to be iso
olated on itss
own frame for an accu
urate cross‐ccorrelation aanalysis. The
e limitation of typical caameras is th
hat this fastt
mited to a paair of shots. This is becauuse each paiir of shots must
m be transsferred to th
he computerr
speed is lim
before anotther pair of shots can be
e taken. Typ ical camerass can only ta
ake a pair off shots at a much
m
slowerr
speed than the interval time betwee
en the two ccoupled fram
mes.

Figure 24
4. Charge‐Cooupled Devicce (CCD) vide
eocamera
Laser and optics
For macro P
PIV setups, lasers are prredominant ddue to their ability to prroduce high‐‐power light beams with
h
short pulse durations. This
T yields short exposuree times for each
e
frame.
s
lens and cylindrrical lens com
mbination. The
T cylindricaal lens expan
nds the laserr
The optics cconsist of a spherical
into a plane while the spherical le
ens compressses the plane into a th
hin sheet. Thhis is critical as the PIV
V
e laser sheett and so ideaally this is elliminated byy
technique ccannot generally measurre motion noormal to the
maintainingg an entirely 2‐dimension
nal laser sheeet. It should
d be noted th
hough that t he spherical lens cannott
compress th
he laser sheeet into an acctual 2‐dimennsional plane. The minim
mum thickneess is on the order of thee
wavelength
h of the laser light and occurs
o
at a ffinite distancce from the optics setupp (the focal point of thee
spherical lens). This is th
he ideal location to placee the analysis area of the
e experimentt.
The correctt lens for the camera sh
hould also bbe selected to
t properly focus
f
on an d visualize the
t particless
within the investigation
n area.
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n for the expe
eriments
Figure 25. Laser hea d in position
Synchroniizer
onizer acts as
a an externa
al trigger forr both the caamera and the
t laser. Coontrolled by a computer,,
The synchro
the synchro
onizer can dictate the timing of eachh frame of the
t CCD cam
mera's sequeence in conju
unction with
h
the firing o
of the laser to within 1 ns precisionn. Thus the time between each pullse of the la
aser and thee
placement o
of the laser shot
s
in referrence to the camera's tim
ming can be accurately ccontrolled. Knowledge off
this timing iis critical as it
i is needed to
t determinee the velocity of the fluid
d in the PIV aanalysis.
Arrangem
ment scheme
e (configura
ation)
The version
n of the Particle Image Velocimetry
V
SSoftware was 3.5 from TSI.
T This softw
ware is divid
ded into two
o
modules, an acquisition
n and a pressentation moodule. The first
f
acquiress the PIV im
mage and pro
ocesses it to
o
obtain the vvelocity vecttors then auttomatically vvalidates vecctor data, removes bad vvectors and interpolatess
drop‐out points. The presentation
p
n module caalculates flow
w properties of vorticitty and strain rates and
d
or colours an d contour le
evels.
displays thee results as arrows and/o
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Figure 26.
2 General vview of the arrangement
a
scheme
e
mo
ore in the aarrangementt scheme. Th
he first was a mirror pllaced in thee
There weree also two elements
bottom of tthe flume, with
w the majo
or size parall el to flow direction, in th
he centrelinee of the flum
me, and with
h
its shortest dimension at
a 40° with the
t horizont al. The angle
e was evalua
ated accordi ng to reflecttion law and
d
to Snell’s laaw of refracction compu
uting  = coos‐1[(nH20/nair) cos 2], wh
here nH20 annd nair are the
t index off
refraction ffor green light in water and in air rrespectively; the glass walls
w
act onlyy in translatiing the lightt
sheet, beingg plane and of uniform thickness.
t
Heence a limiting value of the
t argumennt of the sine function iss
requested: [(nH20/nair) cos
c 2] < 1 or  > ½ coss‐1(nair / nH20
33 and nairr = 1 resultss
H ). Assumiing nH20 = 1.3
 > 20° 40’. In this way laser shee
et could be reflected pe
erpendicular to the botttom of the flume
f
and iss
parallel to tthe centerlin
ne plane of the flume annd lets the caamera to reccord images in the plane
e of the lightt
sheet. For  = 40° resu
ults   76°. The thickneess of the sh
heet layer experiences
e
a minor red
duction. Thee
ment was a dark
d
surface in the back gglass side off the flume to
o let the imaage captured
d to be moree
second elem
clear. The frront glass sid
de of the flum
me and also the mirror placed
p
in the
e bottom shoould be careffully cleaned
d
with an anti‐lime product.
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he mirror and
d the NACA aairfoil (the in
nclination of the profile inn the photoggraph is the
Figure 27. Layout of th
oppo
osite of the rreal one adopted in the tests)
t

Figu
ure 28. Generral layout of the experim
ments
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Calibration
n of the PIV
V
To calibratee the PIV a grid
g was use
ed in order tto evaluate the
t transform
mation from
m pixels into coordinatess
and to refer properly th
he velocity vectors meassured later. The
T mesh wa
as suspendedd from abovve and in thee
same directtion as the sheet
s
illuminated with thhe beam refllected by the
e mirror andd also record
ded with thee
camera, as it can be seeen in Figure 28.
2
brate are the following. First to possition the grrid coincidennt to the refflected laserr
The main steps to calib
water). After waiting som
me time untiil the grid sttabilizes and
d
sheet and tthen fill the flume with the fluid (w
does not m
move, it is tim
me to check that the gri d and the camera base lines are hoorizontal, the
en focus thee
camera and
d store somee images of the grid. Lasst step is to save the im
mages. In thiss case, the images weree
saved in thee folder for the experime
ents created in the disk.

Figure 29. Calibration mesh suspennded in the flume
f
in the sheet light oof the laser
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Figgure 30. Calib
bration mesh
h suspended in the flume
e as video recorded by thhe videocam
mera

Quick tou
ur to get results
r
for an expeeriment
If something is not clearr or a more detailed
d
infoormation is needed, pleasse refer to thhe PIV System
m Operation
n
Manual.
The first step is to speecify and che
eck hardwarre components, to check which harrdware components aree
installed an
nd to specifyy for them an
nd then to ccheck if they are all prop
perly installeed. From the Experimentt
menu, selecct Component Setup. The Componennt Setup dialog box appe
ears and theen perform the followingg
steps:
‐

‐
‐

Clicck on the Sum
mmary tab and check to make sure th
hat the value
es that appe ar in the Cam
mera Model,,
the Laser Model, the Imagge Shifter (iff using), the
e Synchronizzer Model, aand the Frame Grabberr
boxxes are corrrectly specified and corrrespond to your system configuraation. If nott, go to thee
indiividual tabb
bed dialog boxes
b
and m
make the appropriate
a
changes. It is important that thee
hardware comp
ponents in yo
our system aare part of th
he system configuration.
Clicck on the Syn
nchronizer Setup
S
lab, chheck the Com
mm. Port tha
at the Synchhronizer is co
onnected to,,
set all other values shown in
n the screen , and press Apply.
A
mera Setup tab
t in the Coomponent Setup dialog box, use thee settings forr the cameraa
Clicck on the Cam
useed, select Syn
nchronizer Trriggered from
m the Timingg Master group box, and press Apply.
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‐

‐

‐

‐

Click on the Laser Setup tab in the Component Setup dialog box, select the Model you are using,
Enter a value of 15.0 in the Flashlamp Frequency box, Leave other settings at their default values,
and press Apply.
Click on the Computer‐Controlled Camera Setup tab in the Component Setup dialog box, select
Synchronizer Port B from the Camera Comm Port group box, leave other settings at their default
values, and press Apply.
Click on the I/O Board tab in the Component Setup dialog box, click the Enable box to start
communication with the I/O board, select the voltage range for the analog input, select the Flumes,
indicating where the analog inputs are connected, by checking the box next to the Flume Number,
display analog data on the screen by using the Refresh Data button. The default output for the
analog input is in voltage. However the voltage can be converted to physical units by using a 4th
order polynomial equation. Use the Map Flumes button to get to the Flume Map dialog. Enter the
appropriate values for the coefficients, K, A, B, C, and D. It is assumed that you will supply the
coefficients. Hence calibration to establish the conversion factor is needed. The INSIGHT software
does not perform any calibration to relate the analog inputs to their physical units. The analog data
is captured at the same time with the PIV images.
Click on the Summary tab and check to make sure that the information that appears in the Camera
Model, the Laser Model, the Image Shifter (if using), the Synchronizer Model, and the Frame
Grabber boxes is still correct, then press OK. Make sure that the messages: Synchronizer Ready and
Camera Ready appear in the Status bar. If they do not appear, make sure the Comm Port settings
for the camera are set correctly by performing Step E again. Sometimes it also helps to turn off and
then turn on the Synchronizer to reset and accept all the new settings and values.

Second step is to create a new experiment.
‐

‐

To create a new experiment folder choose New from the Experiment menu, then the New dialog
box appears. Specify a name for your experiment. INSIGHT stores all experiment data files in the
specified folder under the Experiments folder that is created during installation. It also creates
three additional folders: Calibration, Image, Vector for each experiment.
To Setup the Experiment specify the following values for the parameters in the Capture Dialog Bar:
Data Source: Camera
Exposure Mode: Frame Straddle
Capture Mode: Continuous
In the Timing Dialog Bar, click on the clock (Timing Parameters) icon and specify a value in ms for
the dT (pulse separation) parameter. Then press Apply and Close.
In the Laser dialog box, click on the YAG power levels icon and specify the values for Pulse Energy
Selection for YAG1 and YAG2. In the Laser dialog box set energy levels for both lasers. Choose Save
from the Experiment menu.

To Open an Experiment File just choose Open from the Experiment menu, the Open dialog box appears,
and specify the path and filename for the experiment file.
To Acquire PIV Images.
‐

Click on the camera (Begin Image Acquisition) icon on the main menu bar. Make sure the images
are being captured. The images are displayed continuously. If no images appear after a period of
time, a warning message “Acquisition Timeout” appears. Click on Frame A and then on Frame B
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tabs on top of the images; make sure images appear on both frames. If they do not, the Pulse Delay
value needs to change. Refer to the PIV Reference manual for details on how to calculate the
appropriate pulse delay value. If the image acquisition sequence is proceeding continuously, press
the STOP (Stop Operation) icon on the main menu bar to stop the image acquisition.
To Process Images and Display Vectors. It means to define or select an interrogation area and to process
the image and to display vectors, the steps are the ones that follow.
‐

Select the Area of Interest icon from the Process menu, the cursor changes to a cross‐hatch.
Position the cursor in the upper left boundary of the region to be processed. Click and while
holding the left‐mouse button, drag the cursor down the bottom of the region for processing, this
selects the area of interest. Click on the Begin Image processing icon to start processing. Observe
the images and the vectors as they are being processed. In the following steps, you will be fine‐
tuning the processing. Select Setup from the Process menu, click on the Grid Setup tab, change the
values of the parameters to the ones that better fit to the experiment. Press Apply and then close
the dialog box.
Select Area of Interest icon from the Process menu. The cursor changes to a cross‐hatch. Position
the cursor in the upper left boundary of the region to be processed. Click and while holding the left‐
mouse button, drag the cursor down the bottom of the region for processing. Click on the Begin
Image Processing icon. Observe the images and the vectors as they are being processed.

To Validate the Vectors, to check if the generated vectors are valid.
‐

Choose Interactive Validation from the Vector menu. Check the Mean filter, and press Validate
button to validate the vector field. Repeat using the Range button (the vector field is revised and
displayed with each filter selection) Press Done, to get out of the validation dialog.

To Store the Data do Disk (once the vectors are validated, the images and the vectors for this capture can
be stored in the Experiment directory).
‐

Select the Save Experiment and Image Fields icon from the System Control Tool Bar. Images are
stored in the image subdirectory of the Experiments directory in the format of X00000a.tif and
X00000b.tif (for two frames) where X is the Experiment name specified when the Experiment was
created. Vectors are stored in the Vectors subdirectory in the format of X00001.vec where X is the
Experiment name specified when the Experiment was created.

To Acquire a Sequence of Images to Computer RAM.
‐

From the Vector menu bar select Clear to clear the screen of any vectors generated in the previous
step. From the Process menu bar select Sequence Scope / All. Select Sequence for the Capture
Mode value in the Capture Dialog Bar, the Sequence Setup box appears. Enter a value in the
Number of Captures box. Make sure there is sufficient storage in computer’s RAM. An error
message appears if the computer does not have adequate memory. Enter a value of 0 in the Start
Number box. Select Save to RAM. Press Apply and then Close.
Click on the Begin Image Acquisition icon in the System control Tool bar. The Specified number of
captures is displayed in the Captures in Memory box that appears under the tool bar. Use the
“play” control on the player panel to look at each image. Use the “advance” control on the player
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panel to go through the sequence. Click on the Frame A or Frame B to check the image pair. Using
the control buttons go back to Frame 00000.
To Process Sequences of Images. To use the sequence of images acquired in the previous step, and process
them in a single batch for time‐resolved data.
‐

From the Process menu, select Sequence Scope / All. From the Process menu again or the System
Control Tool Bar select Area of Interest icon. The cursor changes to a double‐headed arrow in a
box. Position the cursor in the upper‐left boundary of the image. Click and while holding the left‐
mouse button, drag the cursor down to the bottom of the image. Click on Begin Image Processing
icon in the System Control Tool Bar. Vectors are generated for all the captures in the sequence
specified.

Results
The following lines and figures show the results of the first test done with the PIV and the airfoil in the
flume. The difference between this test and the ones in the appendix is the inclination of the airfoil (15° in
Experiment 0 and 19°30’ in Experiments 1‐2‐3) and the calibration (after Experiment 0 the system was
moved and another calibration was needed, that was the definitive calibration for Experiments 1‐2‐3).
From now on this will be called Experiment 0 and was performed for a flow rate of 10 L/s
Position 1
Experiments performed on 07/07/2011
The first part of the first experiment was performed with the general scheme that can be seen in Figure 29.
The elements of the scheme are:
‐ The airfoil has an inclination of 15° (measured respect to the chord) with the horizontal.
‐ The adhesive tape mark, to reference every experiment to the first. It is also useful for the second position
of the experiment.
‐ The rule in the upper part of the flume that measures the distance from the origin (upstream end of the
flume).
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Figure 31. Layou t for Experim
ment 0, Posittion 1
After switch
hing on the pump
p
at 11:1
10 a.m. it waas necessary to wait 10 minutes
m
to lett the flow stabilize.
Because any minor movement of the PIV or thhe CDD came
era requires recalibratio n, the option of movingg
upstream waas considered
d and applieed. In that waay another FOV
F could bee recorded with
w the PIV,,
the airfoil u
and overlap
pped to the first
f
obtained
d a larger arrea of measu
urements. Th
he upstream movement of the airfoill
induces a m
minor error,, due to a different
d
waater level, but it negligible. The airffoil is move
ed upstream
m
150 mm and in some teests four diffferent positiions where analysed,
a
obtaining a meeasurementss area largerr
than 600 mm.

Position 2
d on 08/07/2
2011
Experimentts performed
The disposition was sim
milar to the one of the PPosition 1 but the airfoil was movedd upstream 0.15 m. Thee
layout is sho
own in Figurre 32.

Figure 32. Layou t for Experim
ment 0, Posittion 2
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The databasse for Experriment 0 is re
eported in Taable 2.
The root for the archivees of this tesst is test_1_w
wing_wake**
**. Calibratio
on was madee using imagges stored in
n
alibration follder. The critterion was validating
v
datta larger tha
an the mean
n
the pen drivve and transsferred to ca
plus 1 sttandard deeviation. Also some pictures were
w
taken with vid eocamera and called
d

0.2000
0.2000

file name

5.765
5.615

(m)

0.219
0.219

trailing edge
elevation

10000
‐
10000 11:55

Local time

2000
2000

position (rule)
(m)

3.00
3.00

water depth
(m)

‐
23.12

Number of
frames

10
10

dT
(s)

Q
(m3/s)

1
2

water
temperature
( )
(°C)
frequency of
acquisition
(Hz)

VOF

still_image__test_1_wingg_wake***

test_1_
_wing_wake
test_2_
_wing_wake

Table 2. Exxperiment 0, database. Kinematic visccosity  = 9. 0969  10‐7 m2/s, U =  0.152 m/s, Re = 16 700

The followin
ng figures reeport the ressults of posttprocessing the
t data obta
ained with thhe PIV for Exxperiment 0,,
by overlapp
ping the FOVs for Position
n 1 and Posittion 2.

Figure 333. Experimeent 0, mean horizontal
h
veelocity U (m//s). Q = 10 l/ss, U=  0.1552 m/s, 1000
0 frames,
facq = 3 Hz
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Figure 34. EExperiment 0,
0 mean vertical velocity V (m/s). Q = 10 l/s, U=  0.152 m/s,, 1000 frame
es, facq = 3 Hz

Figure 35. Experiment 0, Turbulentt Kinetic Ene rgy (TKE), (m
m2/s2). Q = 10
0 l/s, U=  00.152 m/s, 10
000 frames,
facq = 3 Hz
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Figure 36. EExperiment 0,
0 Reynolds shear
s
stress (m2/s2). Q = 10 l/s, U=  0.152 m/s, 1000 frames, facq = 3 Hz

Figure 37. Experiment 0, Reynolds shear stresss (m2/s2), quaadrant Q1 (+
+U’, +V’), phaasic average. Q = 10 l/s,
U=  0.152 m
m/s, 1000 frames, facq = 3 Hz
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Figure 38. Experiment 0, Reynolds shear stresss (m2/s2), quaadrant Q2 (
U’, +V’), phaasic average.. Q = 10 l/s,
U=  0.152 m
m/s, 1000 frames, facq = 3 Hz

Figure 39. Experiment 0, Reynolds shear stresss (m2/s2), quaadrant Q3 (
U’, V’), phaasic average.. Q = 10 l/s,
U =  0.152 m
m/s, 1000 fraames, facq = 3 Hz
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Figure 40. Experiment 0, Reynolds shear stresss (m2/s2), quaadrant Q4 (+
+U’, V’), phaasic average.. Q = 10 l/s,
U =  0.152 m
m/s, 1000 fraames, facq = 3 Hz

Figure 41. Experiment 0, Interm
mittency facttor. Q = 10 l//s, U =  0.1
152 m/s, 10000 frames, faccq = 3 Hz
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Figure 42. Experiment 0, Vorticity. Bold black liine is the zerro vorticity issoline. Q = 100 l/s, U =  0.152 m/s,
1000 frames, facq = 3 Hz

ULTRASO
ONIC SENS
SOR FOR DISTANC E MEASUR
REMENTS
S
Water levell oscillationss were measured by an uultrasonic water
w
level se
ensor (US), m
model Q45UR, produced
d
by the comp
pany Turck‐B
Banner, see Figure
F
43.

Figure
F
43. Ulttrasonic water level gaug
ge
The sensor consists of a piezoelecttric transduccer immersed in an alterrnate electriical field, wh
hose voltagee
f
the
t transduccer responds to the ele
ectric excitattion, vibratin
ng at a high
h
oscillates att a certain frequency;
frequency aand emittingg an ultrason
nic pressuree wave burstt. The ultrasonic wave ppacket propa
agates in airr
towards thee water free surface, where it is refleected. This re
eflected wavve packet traavels back to
o the sensor,,
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where it is collected by the same membrane that emits the wave. The sensor measures the time elapsed
between the emission of the ultrasonic pulse and the reception of the reflected pulse and hence
determines the distance (d) from the membrane to the target through the relation:
d= ½ c tf
where tf is the flight time of the ultrasonic wave and c is the celerity of the ultrasonic wave in air. Since c is
a function of temperature, the sensor s equipped with a temperature gauge to compensate for the effects
of temperature variations.

Calibration of the ultrasonic sensor
The voltage output of the ultrasonic sensor must be related to a metric water level signal. The input –
output relation (mm – V) is determined by measuring a number of known distances; to do so, the water
level is kept still and the gauge is moved to known locations by means of a traverse system. For each
location, the output signal is acquired for a time interval in seconds, the mean voltage value is then
computed and associated with the known distance from the water surface. The long‐range calibration
curve is plotted and also the short‐range calibration curve, and used to translate the voltage
measurements, taken in the experiment, into distances.

Disposition of the ultrasonic sensor
The US was placed in the flume suspended from above to measure the evolution of the level of the water
free surface.
To adjust the sensing distance the steps are the following:
‐
‐
‐

Hold push button for approximate 2 seconds until green LED turns off.
First limit (near or far) Place target at first limit and click push button less than 2 seconds.
Second limit* (near o far) Place target at second limit and click push button less than 2 seconds.

*Target positions must be at least 5 mm apart. If the target is held at the same position a 5mm range
sensing window is established centered around the object.
The measurements taken with the ultrasonic sensor have not yet been analysed.
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4.. APPEND
DIX 1
Details of the experiments
Exp
periment 1
Experimentt 1 was perfo
ormed with a flow rate off 15 L/s
First part
First part off the first exp
periment wa
as performedd with the ge
eneral schem
me that can bbe seen in Figgure 43.
The elemen
nts of the sch
heme are:
‐
‐
‐

Thee airfoil, that has an inclin
nation of 19°°30’ with the
e horizontal.
Thee adhesive taape mark, to
o reference the exact position
p
of th
he airfoil, alsso useful to the second
d
and
d/or third positions of every experim ent (explaine
ed below).
Thee rule in the upper part of
o the flume that measures the dista
ance from th e origin (upsstream head
d
of tthe flume)

Figure A1. Ruule in the up
pper part of the
t flume
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Figure A2.. Picture of thhe layout, Exxperiment 1,, Position 1

Figure A3
3. General laayout for Exp
periment 1, Position
P
1

ny minor mo
ovement of the
t PIV or thhe camera requires reca
alibration, thhe option of moving thee
Because an
onsidered. In that way a new FOV could be recorrded with thee PIV, to join
n to the firstt
airfoil upstrream was co
and get a llarger area of measurements. In Exxperiment 1 three diffe
erent positioons of the airfoil
a
wheree
analysed, th
he second one with the airfoil positiion 0.15 m upstream,
u
th
he third one with the airrfoil position
n
0.30 m upsttream respecct to the firstt one. The reest of the layyout was iden
ntical to the one of the Position
P
1.
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Figure A4
4. General laayout for Exp
periment 1, Position
P
2

Figure A5
5. General laayout for Exp
periment 1, Position
P
3

The data baase for Experriment 1 is syynthesized inn Table 3.
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VOF

Q

1
2
3

(m3/s)
15
15
15

water
temperature
(°C)
22.67
23.54
23.94

frequency of
acquisition
(Hz)
3.75
3.75
3.75

dT
(s)

Number of
frames

Local
time

2000
2000
2000

1000
1000
1000

17:49
18:12
18:35

water
depth
(m)
0.216
0.216
0.216

position
(rule)
(m)
5.765
5.615
5.465

trailing edge
elevation
(m)
0.179
0.179
0.179

file name

test_3_wing_wake
test_4_wing_wake
test_5_wing_wake

Table 3. Data base for Experiment 1.
Kinematic viscosity  = 9.1926  10‐7 m2/s, U =  0.23 m/s, Re = 25 100
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Experimentt 2
In Experimeent 2 the flow
w rate is equ
ual to 20 L/s, with 4 differrent position
ns of the airfo
foil. Due to th
he higher
flow rate, co
ompared to Experiment 1, it can be sseen in Figurre A6 that the free surfacce perturbations are
much moree evident.

F
Figure
A6. Water surface near the airrfoil, Experim
ment 2 (20 L//s)

The generaal layout for the four po
ositions in EExperiment 2 is shown. Respect too Experimentt 2 a fourth
h
position hass been added
d since the disturbances
d
are larger hence more persistent
p
in the flume.

Figurre A7. Layou t for Experim
ment 2, Posittion 1
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Figurre A8. Layou t for Experim
ment 2, Posittion 2

Figurre A9. Layou t for Experim
ment 2, Posittion 3

Figure A10. Layouut for Experim
ment 2, Position 4

ported in Tabble 4.
The data baase of Experiment 2 is rep
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VOF

Q

1
2
3
4

(m3/s)
20
20
20
20

water
temperature
(°C)
24.94
25.70
26.04
26.32

frequency of
acquisition
(Hz)
3.75
3.75
3.75
3.75

dT
(s)

Number of
frames

Local
time

2000
2000
2000
2000

1000
1000
1000
1000

16:02
16:30
16:52
17:15

water
depth
(m)
0.215
0.215
0.215
0.215

position
(rule)
(m)
5.765
5.615
5.465
5.315

trailing edge
elevation
(m)
0.179
0.179
0.179
0.179

file name

test_6_wing_wake
test_7_wing_wake
test_8_wing_wake
test_9_wing_wake

Table 4. Main characteristics of every part of the Experiment 2.
Kinematic viscosity  = 8.7256  10‐7 m2/s, U =  0.31 m/s, Re = 35 500
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periment 3
Exp
Experimentt 3 was perfo
ormed follow
wing the sam
me steps as for Experime
ent 2 but wiith a flow ra
ate of 25 l/s..
Due to thee higher flow
w rate, compared to firrst and seco
ond experiments, the freee surface shows
s
moree
evident flucctuations, see Figure A11
1. A jump is eevident.

Figure A11. Water surface in Exxperiment 3 (25 L/s)

Figure A12. Layouut for Experim
ment 3, Position 1

Figure A13. Layouut for Experim
ment 3, Position 2
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Figure A14. Layouut for Experim
ment 3, Position 3

Figure A15. Layouut for Experim
ment 3, Position 4

eported in Taable 5.
The data baase for Experriment 3 is re
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VOF

Q

1
2
3
4

(m3/s)
25
25
25
25

water
temperature
(°C)
27.00
27.36
27.68
27.90

frequency of
acquisition
(Hz)
3.75
3.75
3.75
3.75

dT
(s)

Number of
frames

Local
time

2000
2000
2000
2000

1000
1000
1000
1000

18:06
18:33
18:55
19:15

water
depth
(m)
0.219
0.219
0.219
0.219

position
(rule)
(m)
5.765
5.615
5.465
5.315

trailing edge
elevation
(m)
0.179
0.179
0.179
0.179

file name

test_10_wing_wake
test_11_wing_wake
test_12_wing_wake
test_13_wing_wake

Table 5. Database for Experiment 3
Kinematic viscosity  = 8.3334  10‐7 m2/s, U =  0.38 m/s, Re = 45 700
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5. APPENDIX 2
Coordinates of the airfoil
To determine the coordinates of the entire airfoil the following Matlab routine was developed.
clear all
close all
clc
%NACA 6024
c=1; %in m
delta=0.024; %in m
t=(24/100)*c; %thickness
x1=[0.000001:0.000002:0.001];
m=6; % maximum camber of 6% (in tenths of the cord) located at the
airfoil leading edge (0%)
p=0;
for i=1:length(x1)
yc1(i)=(m/(1-p)^2)*((1-2*p)+2*p*x1(i)-x1(i)^2);
yt1(i)=(t/0.2)*(0.2969*sqrt(x1(i))-0.1260*x1(i)0.3516*(x1(i)^2)+0.2843*x1(i)^3-0.1015*(x1(i)^4));
theta1(i)=atan((m/p^2)*(2*p-2*x1(i)));
xu1(i)=x1(i)-yt1(i)*sin(theta1(i));
yu1(i)=yc1(i)+yt1(i)*cos(theta1(i));
xl1(i)=x1(i)+yt1(i)*sin(theta1(i));
yl1(i)=yc1(i)-yt1(i)*cos(theta1(i));
end
x2=[0.001:0.004:c];
for j=1:length(x2)
yc2(j)=(m/(1-p)^2)*((1-2*p)+2*p*x2(j)-x2(j)^2);
yt2(j)=(t/0.2)*(0.2969*sqrt(x2(j))-0.1260*x2(j)0.3516*(x2(j)^2)+0.2843*x2(j)^3-0.1015*(x2(j)^4));
theta2(j)=atan((m/p^2)*(2*p-2*x2(j)));
xu2(j)=x2(j)-yt2(j)*sin(theta2(j));
yu2(j)=yc2(j)+yt2(j)*cos(theta2(j));
xl2(j)=x2(j)+yt2(j)*sin(theta2(j));
yl2(j)=yc2(j)-yt2(j)*cos(theta2(j));
end
x=[x1 x2];
yc=[yc1 yc2];
yt=[yt1 yt2];
theta=[theta1 theta2];
xu=[xu1 xu2];
yu=[yu1 yu2];
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xl=[xl1 xl2];
yl=[yl1 yl2];
plot(x,xu)
hold on
plot(x,xl)
save('NACA4Spormi', 'xu', 'yu', 'xl', 'yl', 'x', 'yc')
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Figure A16. Section of the airfoil
The archive NCA4Spormi was imported in AutoCad and plotted in 3D to give the exact coordinates to the
miller company that finally made the airfoil in Polymethyl methacrylate.
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6. APPENDIX 3
Getting data with the UDVP
Using this matlab routines velocity profiles in axis “x”, “y” and “z” could be got, and also kinetic energy and
turbulence.
First step is to create the compatible file with the data from the doppler, using following short routine that
calles the functions below:

% 16/05/2011 (Parma) Francisco Manuel Dominguez Luque
clear all
close all
clc

[vel,echo,z,t]=BinDop('Fran130611_15‐8.bdd',6000);

save('Resultado32.mat', 'vel', 'echo', 'z', 't') ;

function [prof1,prof2,Pos,timestamp,tgc,mpxflume,par,mpxpar]=BinDop(file,num);
function [VDop,FDop]=dopplerfreq(par,prof1);
function tgc=gain(par,fid,B4OS,Pos);
function [I,Q]=IandQ(B2OS,B5OS,fid);
function mpxpar=multiplexer(fid,mpxflume,B3OS);
function [timestamp,prof1,prof2,mpxflume]=profiles(par,fid,B5OS,num,numflume);

The archives with these functions will be attached in the same folder as this Project.
Once the archive is made and the variables “echo” and “velocity” extracted as individual archives, it can be
used following routine to get velocity profiles, kinetic energy and turbulence.
%Francisco M. Dominguez Luque (18/05/11) Parma
clear all
close all
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clc

%Charging Velocity and Echo archives
%BINDOP.M with the archives recorded with UDV in multiplexer mode.

load Velocity.mat;
load Echo.mat;
%Note that 3000 is for the example made. It is the number of profiles recorded and it should be
changed if different.
v1=[1:3:3000];
v2=[2:3:3000];
v3=[3:3:3000];

echo1=echo(:,v1);
echo2=echo(:,v2);
echo3=echo(:,v3);
vel1=vel(:,v1);
vel2=vel(:,v2);
vel3=vel(:,v3);

nn=length(echo1(1,:));
mm=length(echo1(:,1));

vector=(1:1:nn);

corrvelx=[];
corrvely=[];
corrvelz=[];

th=(75*2*pi)/360; %in rad
be=(30*2*pi)/360;
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% B is the change of axis matrix
A=[‐cos(th) sin(th) 0; cos(th)*sin(be) sin(th) cos(th)*cos(be);
cos(th)*sin(be) sin(th) ‐cos(th)*cos(be)];
B=inv(A);

%Velocity for each axis x y z
velocx=vel1*B(1,1)+vel2*B(1,2)+vel3*B(1,3);
velocy=vel1*B(2,1)+vel2*B(2,2)+vel3*B(2,3);
velocz=vel1*B(3,1)+vel2*B(3,2)+vel3*B(3,3);

%Right velocity values are gotten, by substituing NaN in each value that corresponds to an echo
value grater than a saturation value.

for i=1:nn
ecu1(:,1)=echo1(:,[i]);
velox(:,1)=velocx(:,[i]);
veloy(:,1)=velocy(:,[i]);
veloz(:,1)=velocz(:,[i]);

io=find(ecu1(20:mm)<0);
if io>0
none=ecu1(io(1,1)+19:mm)*NaN;
velox(io(1,1)+19:mm)=none;
veloy(io(1,1)+19:mm)=none;
veloz(io(1,1)+19:mm)=none;

corrvelx=[corrvelx velox];
corrvely=[corrvely veloy];
corrvelz=[corrvelz veloz];
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end
end

%Calculamos la concentracion de NaN's que hay en cada fila
UXI=[];
for j=1:mm
UXI=[UXI; isnan(corrvelx([j],:))];
media(j)=mean(UXI([j],:));
concentracion(j,1)=1‐media(j);
end
save('ResultadoX.mat', 'corrvelx') ;
figure(1), hold on
plot(mean(corrvelx'))
figure(2), hold on
plot(mean(corrvely'))
figure(3), hold on
plot(mean(corrvelz'))
figure(4), hold on
plot(concentracion)
%Turbulent component of the velocity
longitud=length(corrvelx(1,:));
corrturbx=corrvelx‐repmat(nanmean(corrvelx'),longitud,1)';
corrturby=corrvely‐repmat(nanmean(corrvely'),longitud,1)';
corrturbz=corrvelz‐repmat(nanmean(corrvelz'),longitud,1)';
%plot(nanstd(corrturbx'))
%Kinetic energy
k=1/2*(nanstd(corrturbx').^2+nanstd(corrturby').^2+nanstd(corrturbz').^2);
figure(5), hold on
plot(k)
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Figure A17. Data foor calibratingg PIV data, te
est_1 and tesst_2
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13
Figure
e A18. Data f or calibratin
ng PIV data, test_3‐test_1
t
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